Jacob Lawrence in the City
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Jacob Lawrence was born on September 7, 1917, in Atlantic City, New Jersey. He was thirteen when his family, including his sister and brother, moved to New York City. Jacob Lawrence - The Jacob and Gwen Knight Lawrence Foundation. In 1942, twenty-five-year-old Lawrence gained national recognition when his Migration Series was acquired by the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) in New York City. Lawrence's exuberant artwork guides readers through a bustling city complete with builders rat-a-tatting and children playing in the streets. This book is part of the City series, which also includes Busy city! Beep, beep, beep! Jacob Lawrence's exuberant artwork guides readers through a bustling city complete with builders rat-a-tatting and children playing in the streets. This item: Jacob Lawrence in the City by Susan Goldman Rubin - Board Book. Jacob Lawrence - Academic, Painter - Biography.com.
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